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Where we are

TODAY

ABOUT
AUTOMATIC
COLD CHAIN
MONITORING
Maintaining correct temperatures throughout the entire
supply chain is especially crucial for pharmacies, medical
centres & aged care facilities who store & administer
vaccines & other temperature-sensitive medicines. It
ensures that end consumers receive their vaccines in
optimal condition & potency for their health and
wellbeing. 
 
In June of 2019, changes were made in National Vaccine
Storage Guidelines ‘Strive for 5’ which now recommend
that medical professionals move to automatic cold chain
management systems.
 
These changes to automated systems recognise the
increased ability of wireless technology to monitor,
record and report on vaccine temperatures, so that cold
chain failures are prevented.
 
Providing these traceable records of temperatures
throughout the supply chain is essential, not only for
your internal record keeping but also for government
departments, medical/pharmacy associations and
stakeholders as it proves that your practice is managed
at the highest standards.
 
The problem with manual monitoring
 
For too long cold chain monitoring has been a manual,
time-consuming task, which while extremely important
has not been very efficient.
 
Safety standards such as  Strive for 5 and QCPP  have
always relied on a manual process of checking
temperatures twice daily. While these actions kept good
records, they were ineffective at picking up a potential
breach out of hours & practice managers had no way of
knowing of a breach had occurred, especially at night or
weekends because when checked everything looked fine.

Now there's a better way...
 
Now there's an automatic way to monitor, record and
report on your cold chain temperatures. 
 
Our Wireless Automatic Cold Chain Monitoring System
(W-ATMs), helps practice managers in pharmacies,
medical centres & aged care facilities to save time, effort
and money by EXCEEDING and IMPROVING on cold
chain management requirements.
 
Our automatic system monitors, records and reports on
the real-time temperatures of vaccine fridges 24/7 - 365
days a year using the latest wireless technology
developed for the internet of things (IoT) "smart cities".
 
Enjoy the convenience and peace of mind as our system
automates cold chain record-keeping and provides an
extra layer of protection with its built-in SMS and email
alerts. These alerts protect your expensive vaccine stock
against the threat of a cold chain failure, which could be
devastating to your business.
 
Isn't it time that you upgraded your system and
experienced the benefits and peace of mind which the
W-ATMS brings to medical professionals around the
globe?
 
In this document, we'll outline our system and make
recommendations on incorporating it into your twice
daily cold chain providers. 
 
Have a look through and contact us for a FREE trial in
your pharmacy. medical centre or aged care facility.
 
Nathan Kelly (Director) Cold Chain Sensors
ph 0488661355
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HOW THINGS
HAVE CHANGED
In the past companies who needed to monitor cold
chain products used a manual checking plus data
loggers to keep track of temperatures. These
manual procedures, backed up by loggers, proved
time-consuming and mostly ineffective.
 
As technology emerged, some companies moved to
monitoring systems which used technology such as
Bluetooth, WiFi and RFID. However, these
technologies did not improve cold chain
management as they could not penetrate the walls
and floors of more extensive facilities.
 
With weak signal strength, these technologies could
not be relied upon to maintain correct data, making
users nervous about wireless technology.
 
To overcome these barriers and to provide a
reliable wireless system for cold chain operators, we
designed our system to use new technology, called
LoraWan. LoRa, uses a long-range, Low Power
frequency which provides incredible reach and
penetration of hard obstacles such as concrete and
metal walls, over a long distance from a specialised
gateway, which we place on your property.
 

Using our system, you can now monitor, record and report
in real-time every vaccine fridge from anywhere on the
planet from your smartphone or desktop computer using
the cloud.
 
This means that you no longer need to be onsite to take
care of twice-daily checks and the system will let you know
the minute there's an abnormal temperature fluctuation,
even when you are away.
 
It also allows you and your staff to automated the entire
process without nullifying government requirements for
your twice-daily checking of cold chain temperatures.
 
The system does not just meet these requirements, it
completely exceeds them because our monitoring is in real-
time, checking every 5 minutes the system is watching your
facilities temperatures constantly.
 
If there is an issue, you will receive an SMS and email to
your phone and computer allowing you and your team to
take immediate action, saving many thousands of dollars
worth of valuable stock.
 
With this ATMS in place, you will never suffer a cold chain
failure again; you will be able to swoop in and prevent it
from taking place in the first place.
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HOW THE
ATMS WORKS
Monitor, Record & Report The Easy Way
Our system completely replaces manual monitoring and makes older
automatic systems obsolete.  Its superior technology gives operators
the convenience and peace of mind of knowing that everything is
within recommended temperatures at all times.
 
The system fully automates cold chain management and makes it so
easy to monitor, record and report on temperatures in real-time from
the convenience of a smartphone or cloud-connected device.
 
Once Installed, the system will:
• Take care of your compulsory twice-daily monitoring, recording and
reporting.
• Send you comprehensive email reports which you can sight, sign
and store electronically.
• Alert you via SMS and email if your fridges go below 2°C or above
8°C (customisable)
• Help you to avoid the stressful, frustrating and expensive
experience of a cold chain failure!
 
Four Steps To Cold Chain Freedom

1.  Our LoRa Gateway
Our long-range/ low power
gateway is easily installed
inside your data cabinet.
 
Its signal will cover 300
meters squared indoors,
and up to 1.2 km outdoors
will transmit temperature
data securely between all
the components.
 
Our gateways easily
outperform BlueTooth and
Wireless GSM Gateways.

4. Receive Twice Daily
PDF Reports
Our web portal is where
you can monitor, record
and report on every fridge
and temperature 24/7 –
365 days a year.
 
You can even download
and electronically sign
each report you’ve read so
you’re entirely QCCP,
“Strive for Five and FSANZ
Compliant.
 

2. Connect Temperature
Sensors
Our IoT sensors are easily
scanned in so that they
connect with the gateway,
website portal and native
Android and IOS Apps.
 
The sensors, with the
optional probe, are installed
within your fridges, freezers
and coolrooms and act as a
guardian angel, watching
over your valuable stock
24/7.

3. Install The IOS or
Android App
We then help you
download our Android or
IOS app, and we begin by
setting up each sensor
across your facility.
 
We can schedule twice-
daily reports, cold chain
failure alerts, custom
contacts. It’s a fast and
easy process, and you’ll be
up and running within the
hour.

AUTOMATIC COLD CHAIN MONITORING
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WHAT WE OFFER

IoT Lora Gateway & smart sensors
 
Your W-ATMS runs on a long, range, low power
frequency called LoRaWan. This signal allows for the
reliable tracking of temperatures through coolrooms
and chiller rooms, even through closed doors and
around obstacles.
 
This gateway connects to a series of wireless sensors
which we place in consultation with your team at
strategic places around your facility.
 
These sensors monitor record and report on the real
time temperatures of your cool stores and send this
information for collation in the web service we provide.

Software Subscription
 
The software package is a cloud-based, fully maintained
system which gives you 24/7 -365 day a year access to
the monitoring, recording and reporting of cold chain
temperatures throughout your whole network of IoT
sensors.

HARDWARE,  SUBSCRIPT ION & INSTALLAT ION 

Brand & Style may vary

Installation, Testing & Training
 
Our staff will conduct a full installation of the W-ATMS
including:
 

Gateway install & configuration
Sensors install and configuration
Software setup & configuration
System pre-testing
After-sales site visit & adjustment
Staff site training, documentation & video tutorials

The subscription gives you:
 

Customer Web Portal
IOS & Android App
24/7 Customer Service -phone & email support
Unlimited PDF Reports
Customised Reports
Data Log & Graphs
Unlimited SMS & Email Alerts

AUTOMATIC COLD CHAIN MONITORING
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TEMPERATURE ALERTS
& DAILY  REPORTS
Temperature Alerts
 
Our Wireless Automatic Cold Chain Monitoring System (W-ATMS) monitors, records & reports on the cold chain
temperatures in real-time, meaning that the moment that temperatures rise or fall outside of the parameters
you set in the system it will trigger an SMS alert and an email alert to all contacts which are registered in the
system.
 
This alerts and protects you from losing expensive stock and gives you a provable record of temperature spikes
to ensure customers and health department representatives that food or medicine stock has remained within
recommended temperature guidelines.

Daily Reports
 
The W-ATMS is entirely programmable via the web portal or
smartphone apps. You can set up daily, weekly or monthly
PDF reports which will be sent via email as requested. The
stories can be opened and signed using a PDF reader such as
Adobe Fill & Sign and stored on the cloud or hard drive for
later retrieval.
 
You can also at any time log in to the system and create a
custom report, view the daily log or view the daily, weekly,
monthly or annual graphs.
 
These alerts and reports help you to make business decisions
and to demonstrate that the products you store are always
kept within the regulated temperature range.
 

AUTOMATIC COLD CHAIN MONITORING

Epic Pharmacy
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PROJECT PROPOSAL

Thanks for considering our services. This proposal, please see below for a list of inclusions in our Wireless Automatic Cold
Chain Monitoring System. Please contact us to set up an appointment time to discuss or make adjustments this proposal in
preparation in taking the next step.
 
Hardware:

Dual-Level Monitoring - 73 Temperature/Humidity Sensors, including batteries.
Single Level Monitoring - 40 Temperature/Humidity Sensors, including batteries.
IoT Gateway - Includes, power supply, cabling, mounting brackets.

 
Software:

Web Platform. IOS & Android App
Unlimited Reports - Sent via email
Unlimited Customisable Reports - Generated within the platform
Unlimited SMS & Email Alerts

 
Service:

System pre-testing
Onsite Installation of all components
Software setup
Onsite training
After-sales site visit & adjustment
Sensor Location & Performance Report (After the first month)

 
Next Steps:

Set up another meeting with us to
Discussing the performance of the system
Walking through a full demo of the system
Selecting the layout of the required sensor
Selecting peak location for gateway
OS&S Requirements for install
Make any changes to your projects requirements.
Finalise the project plan
Organise a start date

 
Please feel free to contact us for a follow-up appointment to discuss your project requirements and to talk through these
details before placing your order for your required system layout.
 
We look forward to serving you,
Kind regards,
 
Nathan Kelly
nathan@coldchainsensors.com
ph 0488661355
 

WHAT 'S  INCLUDED /  NEXT  STEPS

AUTOMATIC COLD CHAIN MONITORING
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